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Intro - Last year at this time, many entered 2020 with plans, dreams and expectations 
for that year 

Almost no one saw what was coming and how it would change our lives 
Unfortunately, this is not a unique experience - e.g. 

Sept 11, 2001 - changed how we travel an many other parts of life 
Dec 7, 1942 - Pearl Harbor 

Makes us realize that what lies ahead is far more uncertain than we usually 
think 
As we enter 2021, we are more aware of it. 
This year may restore some of what provided safety & security, or it may not 
As a Christian, are we left to the whims of whatever may happen or is there 
something on which we can rely for this security? 

Uncertainty makes us uncomfortable and can make us anxious. 
• We feel safe and secure when we know what is going to happen and that what 

we trust in will be there for us 
• One of the most common goals of our lives is to feel safe and secure. 
• We try to build this safety and security from those that the world offers - jobs, 

money, people. 
o These are not bad in themselves - unless they are our security 
o Part of our security is that everything will stay the same 
o Change often unsettles us - because of the uncertainty 

• Nothing in the Bible tells us to seek after security or safety from anything in 
this world 

o Heb 11 is all about living in this world as citizens of another kingdom 
o Heb 11:13-16 
o Acts 4:29-31 when threatened, they prayed for boldness to finish their 

mission not safety or security from it 

Jesus’s call to His disciples is a call to walk in what is uncertain to us but certain to 
Him 

At the beginning of their walk - only calls us to “follow Me” - not to any 
specific details 
For a Christian, the most secure and safe place is in what is uncertain to the 
world 

Gen 12:1-4 - God called Abraham to leave his home and family to go to a place He 
would show him 

Heb 11:8 - he obeyed by faith in the One who called him 

Matt 14:22-33 - Peter walked on the water to go to Jesus 
In a storm, the 11 stayed in the apparent safety of the boat 

This is what they had learned to trust in storms - what they knew 
The most dangerous place was out of the boat 
But the safest place was on what seemed the most dangerous 
What made it safer was it was where Jesus called him 
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John 14:1-6 At the end of His life, He prepared them for the change that would leave 
them uncertain 

As we face the “uncertainties” of 2021, there some certainties we need to build into 
our life 
We do this by becoming more aware of the spiritual reality in us than the world 
around us. 

1.Meditate on God’s Word 
1 Pet 1:22-25 - His Word endures forever 
Matt 5:18 - Jesus said that not the slightest word shall pass away until it is all 
fulfilled 

2. Prayer - it is communion with the unchanging God of all eternity 
Develops our faith that He is really there in us and really loves us 
Develops our confidence that He is involved in our lives and future 
Puts us in touch with the greatest power in the universe 
Phil 4:6-7 turn to your Father in prayer for your concerns 

3. Set your hope what lies before us 
Heb 6:11-12 & 19-20 - this hope we have as an anchor for our soul 
Heb 11:13-16 faith allowed them to live in this uncertainty with their eyes on 
the eternal certainty 
To set this requires intentional effort every day 

2021 lies before us filled with uncertainties. We must choose how we will respond 
The uncertainties of this year are to God opportunities for His kingdom 
We can choose to build our life on what God provides for our certainty and 
overcome 
Or, we can choose to allow these uncertainties to overwhelm us 

Many are hoping that the circumstances of 2020 are now behind us, but the Bible does 
not guarantee that. It does guarantee that if we leave the safety of this world’s things 
and ways and give ourselves completely to follow Jesus, He will keep us. 

Rev 2-3, Jesus makes a promise to each of the churches for those who overcome 

Luther Quote: ‘Discipleship is not limited to what you can comprehend – it must 
transcend all comprehension. Plunge into the deep waters beyond your own 
comprehension, and I will help you to comprehend even as I do. Bewilderment is the 
true comprehension. Not to know where you are going is the true knowledge. My 
comprehension transcends yours. Thus Abraham went forth from his father and not 
knowing whither he went. He trusted himself to my knowledge, and cared not for his 
own, and thus he took the right road and came to his journey’s end. Behold, that is 
the way of the cross. You cannot find it yourself, so you must let me lead you as 
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though you were a blind man. Wherefore it is not you, no man, no living creature, but 
I myself, who instruct you by my word and Spirit in the way you should go. Not the 
work which you choose, not the suffering you devise, but the road which is clean 
contrary to all that you choose or contrive or desire – that is the road you must take. 
To that I call you and in that you must be my disciple. If you do that, there is the 
acceptable time and there your master is come’ (Luther). 


